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sitivity for detection at subclinical levels (8–10, 12, 42, 49), and
gamma interferon (24) and nucleic acid probe (11, 18) determinations can be limited by low specificity. PCR-based methods may also suffer from false-negative results in complex matrices like milk (48). In the companion paper (54), a method
based on surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) for the
detection of sonicated M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis in less
than 24 h was designed and optimized and yielded a limit of
detection of ⬃500 bacilli/ml in a buffer matrix and ⬃1,000
bacilli/ml in a milk matrix. The work herein examines the
extension of this method to the analysis of samples containing
whole M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis cells.
SERS has recently been shown to function as a sensitive
detection method in bioanalytical sciences, especially in the
area of chip-scale assays (e.g., immunoassays [1, 14, 15, 23, 33,
35, 36, 40, 53, 57] and DNA [7, 19, 22]). The basis of SERS lies
in the use of a roughened metal surface to amplify normal
Raman scattering, which is an inelastic scattering of light from
vibrations in a molecule that undergoes a change in polarizability. The observed enhancement in Raman scattering (up to
1014 times) (29) originates from two types of effects: chemical
and electromagnetic. The chemical component is based on the
formation of a charge transfer state between the metal surface
and the adsorbed Raman scattering molecule (50) and is
viewed as contributing approximately 2 orders of magnitude to
the overall enhancement.
The remainder of the enhancement is derived from electromagnetic effects. When light is incident on a metal surface,
conduction electrons in the metal can collectively oscillate.
This process, known as surface plasmon resonance, has a wave-

Mycobacterium avium subsp. paratuberculosis is responsible
for extensive losses in dairy production on a global scale (44).
M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis is also found in other domestic ruminants (e.g., sheep [30, 34] and goats [45, 46]) and
wildlife (e.g., deer [21, 31, 32], antelope [6, 17], bison [52], and
rabbits [4, 5, 26]). Animals that are afflicted with M. avium
subsp. paratuberculosis progress from silent infection to a subclinical phase with no observable symptoms. Low levels of
shedding during this time can nonetheless lead to the transmission of M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis throughout a herd.
Unfortunately, once the physical symptoms associated with the
clinical and advanced disease phases (e.g., weight loss and
chronic diarrhea) become evident, the disease may already be
well established.
As part of a strategy to control the spread of this disease,
methods are needed to detect M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis
in its earliest stages of progression. To this end, the detection
method must be sensitive, rapid, field deployable, and costeffective. It must also be selective for M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis over other bacteria typically found in the types of
samples analyzed (e.g., milk and feces). Currently available
methods fall short in meeting these combined goals. For example, bacteriologic culturing is lengthy (12 to 16 weeks) (http:
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The etiological agent of Johne’s disease is Mycobacterium avium subsp. paratuberculosis. Controlling the
spread of this disease is hindered by the lack of sensitive, selective, and rapid detection methods for M. avium
subsp. paratuberculosis. By using a recently optimized sandwich immunoassay (B. J. Yakes, R. J. Lipert, J. P.
Bannantine, and M. D. Porter, Clin. Vaccine Immunol. 15:227–234, 2008), which incorporates a new monoclonal antibody for the selective capture and labeling of M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis and surface-enhanced
Raman scattering for sensitive readout, detection limits of ⬃630 and ⬃740 M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis
cells/ml are achieved in phosphate-buffered saline and whole milk samples, respectively, after spiking with
heat-treated M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis. Surprisingly, these detection limits are 3 orders of magnitude
lower than expected based on theoretical predictions. Experiments designed to determine the origin of the
improvement revealed that the major membrane protein targeted by the monoclonal antibody was present in
the sample suspensions as shed protein. This finding indicates that the capture and labeling of shed protein
function as a facile amplification strategy for lowering the limit of detection for M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis that may also be applicable to the design of a wide range of highly sensitive assays for other cells and
viruses.
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length dependence that is connected to the nanometric roughness of metallic surfaces and the size and shape of metallic
nanoparticles (27). There is also a significant body of theoretical work (20, 28, 29, 41, 56) that has proven invaluable to the
fundamental understanding of both enhancement mechanisms.
The method introduced in the companion paper (54) and
further developed in this work capitalizes on these theoretical
considerations. This approach uses extrinsic Raman labels
(ERLs), which feature an adlayer of an intrinsically strong
Raman scatterer chemisorbed onto SERS active substrates
(i.e., gold nanoparticles) to take advantage of both enhancement effects. When incorporated into a novel SERS-based
sandwich immunoassay (Fig. 1), high levels of detection sensitivity can be achieved (e.g., pico- to femtomolar antigen concentrations [23] and single-binding-event [37] detection). In
this assay format, a target biolyte (e.g., protein, virus, bacterium, and etc.) is selectively sandwiched between a metal surface and an ERL by a capture antibody and a labeling antibody.
This paper details an evaluation of this assay platform for
the detection of whole-cell M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis
bacteria in both buffer and milk matrices. The results showed
that the observed detection limit (⬃700 cells/ml) was 3 orders
of magnitude lower than that theoretically predicted (⬃8 ⫻ 105
cells/ml). Therefore, experiments that were designed to determine the origin of the improvement were also carried out. The
studies revealed the presence of a major membrane protein
(MMP) (shed via passive protein leakage) in the sample suspensions that was targeted by the monoclonal antibody. The
implications of this finding (i.e., the ability to selectively capture and label shed membrane proteins) with respect to its
potential to function as a facile, intrinsic amplification pathway

for high-sensitivity assays for M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis
and other cells and viruses are also briefly discussed.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterium preparation. M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis K-10 bacteria were
cultured at the National Animal Disease Center (Ames, IA) in Middlebrook 7H9
medium (Becton Dickinson, Cockeysville, MD) that was supplemented with 2
mg/liter mycobactin J (Allied Monitor Inc., Fayette, MO), 10% oleic acid albumin–dextrose complex (Becton Dickinson), and 0.05% Tween 80 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) (54). The bacilli were removed by centrifugation (10,000 ⫻
g for 20 min), washed with cold phosphate-buffered saline solution (PBS) (0.15
M, pH 7.2), and heat treated at 80°C for 30 min. To avoid clumping, the bacterial
suspension was repeatedly (10 times) passed through a 16-gauge needle, placed
into a 15-ml tube, and allowed to settle stagnantly for 10 min. The top half of this
solution was then removed and heat killed with the resulting suspension used in
all assays as well as in all determinations of bacterial concentrations. Heat-killed,
whole-cell bacterial concentrations were determined by flow cytometry using a
Live/Dead BacLight bacterial viability and counting kit (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). These measurements yielded an average value of 1.3 ⫻ 107 ⫾ 0.3 ⫻
107 M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis cells/ml for dead bacilli with no live bacilli
present. These values were further verified by stationary culturing of live M.
avium subsp. paratuberculosis cells and serial dilution plating onto Herrold’s egg
yolk slants containing mycobactin J (2 mg/liter).
Spiked PBS and whole milk samples. Antigen solutions were prepared at
room temperature by serial dilution of the M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis stock
suspensions with either PBS (pH 7.4) (10 mM powder packs; Sigma-Aldrich) or
pasteurized, whole milk (purchased from a local retailer but not tested for the
presence of M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis prior to use). Between each dilution, cell suspensions were briefly vortexed to ensure homogeneity. Distilled
water, subsequently deionized with an 18 M⍀ Milli-Q system (Millipore, Billerica, MA), was used for the preparation of all aqueous reagents. For the milk
matrix, the initial dilution added 10 l of 107 M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis
cells/ml in PBS to 90 l of whole milk.
Antibodies. Monoclonal antibody (mAb) 13E1 targets the MMP MAP2121c
(2). The MAP2121c protein was recombinantly produced in Escherichia coli cells
and subsequently used to immunize mice for the production of mAbs (3). 13E1
was then purified from tissue culture supernatants at the Iowa State University
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the SERS-based sandwich immunoassay for M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis (MAP) bacilli and illustration of shedprotein assay format: form capture surface (A), extract antigen from solution (B), and label-bound antigen with a SERS tracer (C).
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FIG. 2. SERS spectra and calibration curve for M. avium subsp.
paratuberculosis (MAP)-spiked PBS samples. Spectra (vertically offset
for clarity) with intensity in counts (cts) per 5 s (A) and corresponding
calibration curve using s(NO2) intensity (B) are shown. The dashed
line corresponds to the blank plus three times its standard deviation.
The best-fit line is as follows: y ⫽ 913x ⫺ 1,568 (R2 ⫽ 0.98).

light was focused through a 100⫻ objective to form a ⬃1.5-m-diameter spot
size at an incident power of ⬃1 mW. The scattered light was collected through
the same objective and directed to the spectrograph. All the microscopy-based
spectra were collected with a 2-s integration time via WinSpec/32 (Princeton
Instruments), and microscope images were obtained with ATI Multimedia video
software (ATI Technologies, Markham, Ontario, Canada).
SEM imaging. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were obtained
using a JEOL (Tokyo, Japan) 59101v instrument. Each sample was sputter
coated with a thin layer of gold prior to loading into the SEM chamber. A
working distance of 10 mm and an accelerating voltage of 15 kV were used. All
the images herein are from secondary electrons.

RESULTS
Assay of M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis in PBS. As detailed in Materials and Methods, M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis dilutions in PBS were incubated with the capture substrate, exposed to the ERLs, and read out with an integration
time of 5 s (Fig. 1B1 and C1). The overall process was completed in fewer than 24 h. The resulting SERS spectra and
calibration curve are presented in Fig. 2. All the spectral features evident in Fig. 2A are consistent with vibrational modes
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Hybridoma Facility using Melon gel (Pierce, Rockford, IL). The 13E1 concentration was determined by spectrophotometric measurements at 280 nm with an
ε value of 13.7 liters g⫺1 cm⫺1 (ND-1000; NanoDrop, Wilmington, DE). All
dilutions of 13E1 employed 50 mM borate buffer (pH 8.3 borate buffer packs;
Pierce).
ERL preparation. Previous reports detailed the preparation of ERLs (15, 54).
Briefly, 1.0 ml of 60-nm gold particles (⬍8% variation in diameter, 2.6 ⫻ 1010
particles/ml; Ted Pella, Redding, CA) was mixed with 40 l of 50 mM borate
buffer (pH 8.3). This step was followed by the addition of 10 l of 1 mM
5,5⬘-dithiobis(succinimidyl-2-nitrobenzoate) (DSNB) in acetonitrile (high-performance liquid chromatography grade; Fisher, Pittsburgh, PA). DSNB coats the
nanoparticles as an adlayer of a gold-bound thiolate and serves both as the
Raman scatterer for readout and as the linker molecule for antibody attachment.
After 7 h of incubation, 20 g of 13E1 was added and reacted for ⬃12 h, a step
which tethers the mAb to the DSNB-derived coating via an amide linkage (16,
25, 51). Finally, 100 l of 10% bovine serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich) in 2 mM
borate buffer was pipetted into the suspension and reacted for 7 h to block
unreacted succinimidyl esters.
For the removal of excess reagents, the colloidal suspension was centrifuged
(MiniSpin; Eppendorf, Westbury, NY) at 2,000 ⫻ g for 10 min. The supernatant
solution was then removed, and the loose ERL pellet was resuspended in 1,000
l of 2 mM borate buffer containing 1% bovine serum albumin. This process was
repeated twice to maximize the removal of unreacted materials, with a final
resuspension volume of 500 l. The next step added 50 l of 10% (wt/vol)
sodium chloride (Sigma-Aldrich) to the suspension to mimic biological conditions. Finally, to remove any large clusters of nanoparticles, the solution was
passed through a 0.22-m syringe filter (Costar, Fisher).
Capture surface formation. The capture substrates were constructed according to protocols described previously (15, 23, 35, 36, 54). Gold substrates were
prepared by resistive evaporation of ⬃300 nm of 99.9% pure gold at 0.1 to 0.2
nm/s onto a 4-in. P-type test-grade silicon [111] wafer (University Wafer, South
Boston, MA) using an Edwards 306A vacuum deposition system. Cleaned 1- by
1-cm glass chips were then gently affixed to the gold surface via two-part epoxy
(Epo-tek 377) and cured at 150°C for 1.75 h. The separation of glass chips from
the wafer exposed the underlying gold surface. The gold surfaces were modified
by forming a hydrophobic barrier that surrounds the assay address. To this end,
an octadecanethiol (Sigma-Aldrich)-coated, poly(dimethyl siloxane) (Dow Corning, Midland, MI) stamp, with a 3.2-mm-diameter centered hole, was used to ink
the gold surface. The substrates were then exposed to a 0.1 mM ethanolic
(Aaper, Shelbyville, KY) solution of dithiobis(succinimidyl propionate) (DSP)
(Sigma-Aldrich) for 14 h. After rinsing the substrates with ethanol and drying
under a stream of high-purity nitrogen, 20 l of 13E1 (100 g/ml) was pipetted
onto the substrate and reacted for 7 h. This step linked the mAb to the substrate
by the same mechanism as that used in the ERL preparation. The slides were
then rinsed three times with 2 ml of 10 mM PBS buffer. Finally, unreacted
succinimidyl end groups were capped with SuperBlock (20-l drop; Pierce).
Immunoassay protocol. The capture substrates were exposed to various concentrations of heat-killed, whole-cell M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis (referred
to hereafter simply as M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis) in 10 mM PBS buffer
(pH 7.4) or pasteurized, whole milk. After incubation at room temperature in a
humidity chamber for 7 h, the substrates were washed three times with 2 mM
borate buffer (pH 8.3) with 150 mM NaCl. Next, the captured antigen was
labeled with ERLs (20-l drop) through a 14-h incubation step. Finally, the
surfaces were rinsed with borate buffer and gently dried with nitrogen.
SERS measurements (i) NanoRaman I. SERS spectra for the immunoassay
were collected using a NanoRaman I spectrometer (Concurrent Analytical,
Waimanalo, HI) with a HeNe laser (632.8 nm, 30-mW output), a fiber opticbased probe head, an f/2.0 Czerny-Turner imaging spectrometer (6- to 8-cm⫺1
resolution), and a 0°C thermoelectrically cooled charge-coupled device (Kodak
0401E). Normal-incidence laser light was focused onto the substrate surface via
a 0.68-numerical-aperture objective (25-m-diameter spot, 2 to 3 mW at the
surface), and exposure times of either 1 or 5 s were employed. The same
objective and fiber optic probe collected the scattered radiation. All the data
points in the resulting calibration curves are the averages of five measurements
at different locations on each capture substrate.
(ii) Raman microscope. The samples were also examined by using an in-house
Raman spectroscopy microscope. This system was composed of an optical microscope (Olympus BH-2) and a spectrograph (SpectraPro 300i; Acton Research, Acton, MA) that was connected to a thinned, back-illuminated, liquid
nitrogen-cooled charge-coupled device (LN/CCD-1100PB; Princeton Instruments, Trenton, NJ). For spectral measurements, a 60-mW HeNe laser (632.8
nm) was attenuated through a variable, neutral-density filter (Thorlabs, Newton,
NJ). The substrate was mounted onto the microscope sample stage, and laser
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for the DSNB-derived monolayer that coats the ERLs. The
strongest band in the spectra is at 1,336 cm⫺1 and is attributed
to a symmetric nitro stretch, s(NO2), whereas the weaker
bands at 1,062 and 1,554 cm⫺1 are assigned to aromatic ring
modes. In accordance with data shown in Fig. 1, the SERS
intensities should track with the amount of bacteria in the
antigen suspension, and this trend is observed in Fig. 2A.
To create the calibration curve shown in Fig. 2B, the SERS
intensity in each spectrum was calculated by subtracting the
background at 1,225 cm⫺1 from the signal maximum at 1,336
cm⫺1 and plotted as a function of the M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis concentration. The plot follows the above-mentioned trend in that the SERS intensity increases with M.
avium subsp. paratuberculosis concentration. It also has a linear
dynamic range, discussed in more detail below, that spans at
least 4 orders of magnitude. The lowest detectable signal, defined as the blank (negative control) signal plus three times its
standard deviation, is marked by the dashed line on the calibration plot. The intersection of this line with the linear best fit
to the data defines the limit of detection (LOD), which is ⬃630
M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis cells/ml in this assay.
Assay of M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis in whole milk. To
assess performance in more complex matrices, milk was spiked
with M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis at concentrations ranging from 0 to 5.0 ⫻ 106 M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis cells/
ml. These assays were done according to the procedure described above for PBS but employed a readout time of 1 s. The
resulting calibration curve is shown in Fig. 3. Interestingly, the
LOD in the whole milk matrix is ⬃740 M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis cells/ml, which is only slightly larger than that
found when PBS was used. Moreover, the results for PBS (Fig.
2) and whole milk (Fig. 3), as judged by the best-fit lines, y
intercept, and precision are strikingly similar after taking into
account the difference in integration times (i.e., 5 s for spiked
PBS and 1 s for spiked milk). This close correspondence argues
that the complex whole milk matrix does not compromise the
performance of the M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis assay.
Investigation of MMP shedding. While the performance of
this novel assay platform is potentially applicable to many of
the multifaceted needs for M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis

FIG. 4. SERS intensity of whole-cell M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis (MAP) suspensions compared to that of its extract (i.e., supernatant of these suspensions after bacteria have been pelleted out). The
points from the two assays, whole-cell M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis
and supernatant without M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis, strongly
coincide. The dashed line corresponds to the blank plus three times its
standard deviation. cts/s, counts per second.

detection, a more in-depth examination of the data (e.g.,
LOD) raises questions as to the origins of the results. As
discussed in detail below, the theoretical LOD for the SERSbased assay is ⬃8 ⫻ 105 cells/ml. However, the experimentally
determined LOD is more than 3 orders of magnitude lower
than this prediction. This discrepancy led to the following
investigations for the basis of the apparent enhancement in
performance and, specifically, the presence of MAP2121c as
shed protein in the sample suspensions.
Two experiments were performed to determine if free
MAP2121c was present in the bacterial suspension, which
would potentially contribute to the response via the pathway
depicted in Fig. 1B2 and C2. The first experiment was carried
out using M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis-containing suspensions before and after the removal of M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis bacilli. The second study used capture substrates that
had been exposed to suspensions containing bacteria and subsequently interrogated with a Raman microscope. This microscope has a focused laser spot that is comparable in size to that
of an M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis bacillus and can therefore be used for the characterization of the SERS response in
specific areas with and without bacteria present.
For both tests, one set of substrates was exposed to M. avium
subsp. paratuberculosis-containing suspensions (20 l). The remaining solutions were then centrifuged at 7,000 rpm (⬃3,300 ⫻
g) for 10 min to pellet out the bacteria. Next, 20 l of the
resulting supernatant (extracts) was pipetted onto a second set
of capture substrates. After completing the incubations with
the antigenic solutions and ERLs, the SERS responses and
optical microscope images of each sample were obtained. The
optical microscope images (data not shown) revealed that (i)
bacteria were bound to the substrates that were exposed to the
whole-cell M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis suspensions and
(ii) no bacteria were detectably captured on the substrates that
were treated with only the extracts. These results indicate that
the centrifugation step effectively removes most of the M.
avium subsp. paratuberculosis microorganism from extracts.
Figure 4 summarizes the data obtained from the two sets of
assays as plots of the SERS intensities for s(NO2) versus the
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FIG. 3. SERS-based calibration curve for whole-cell M. avium
subsp. paratuberculosis (MAP) in a milk matrix. The same trend was
described in the legend of Fig. 2 (1-s integration; y ⫽ 281x ⫺ 395; R2 ⫽
0.95), with increasing SERS intensity with increasing M. avium subsp.
paratuberculosis concentrations. The dashed line corresponds to the
blank plus three times its standard deviation. cts/s, counts per second.
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FIG. 5. (A) SERS spectra vertically offset for clarity. (B) Corresponding calibration curve from Raman microscope measurements of
areas between bacteria on the assay substrate. Signals from areas
devoid of bacteria increased with increased M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis (MAP) concentrations in the antigen suspensions, indicating
that ERLs were specifically bound to the substrate surface. The dashed
line corresponds to the blank plus three times its standard deviation.
cts, counts.

original M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis concentrations. The
two plots, both of which exhibit an increase in signal with M.
avium subsp. paratuberculosis concentration, are virtually indistinguishable. These findings agree with the protein shedding
hypothesis. In other words, not only is the MMP MAP2121c
present in the whole-cell suspensions, it can also be captured
and labeled. Furthermore, the remarkably strong similarity of
the two plots argues that shed protein is the overwhelming
contributor to the observed responses for the whole-cell suspensions.
The second experiment tested the shedding hypothesis further by using an in-house-built Raman microscope and the
capture substrates exposed to whole-cell M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis. With this instrument, the capture substrate can be
positioned using the sample stage under the 1.5-m laser fo-

cus, providing a means to evaluate either the signature of a
captured bacterium or an area of the substrate devoid of bacilli. When the laser illuminated a location free of bacteria, the
SERS spectra and calibration curve shown in Fig. 5 were obtained. The spectra in Fig. 5A not only have features characteristic of the DSNB-based label but also undergo intensity
changes in line with the amount of bacteria in the antigen
suspensions prior to centrifugation. This trend is also evident
in the calibration curve shown in Fig. 5B, in which the data
points are an average of three measurements at different locations on each of the individual capture substrates.
When the laser beam is focused on a single bacterium (Fig.
6A), a weak, but distinct, spectrum is obtained (Fig. 6B). While
having a few bands indicative of the Raman reporter molecule,
the spectrum also has a broad feature at 1,600 cm⫺1, which we
believe originates from the underlying microorganism (55).
The response of individual bacilli from several substrates was
then characterized. This study yielded an average intensity for
the s(NO2) of only 170 ⫾ 11 counts/2 s (n ⫽ 11 bacilli). There
are two important conclusions that can be drawn from these
results. First, captured bacteria generate a SERS response
after ERL labeling. Second, the response is much smaller than
that observed when interrogating locations devoid of bacilli. In
fact, the signal strength from an intact bacterium is on par with
that from the blank spectrum shown in Fig. 5. These observations are consistent with the overlay of the two plots in Fig. 4
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FIG. 6. (A) Laser spot from a 100⫻ objective over a single bacterium. (B) SERS spectrum from the single bacterium with bound ERLs
obtained with the Raman microscope. The bacterium had a SERS
spectrum containing the distinct spectral features of the DSNB-derived Raman reporter, indicating that ERLs were also bound to the
bacteria. MAP, M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis; cts, counts.
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for the whole-cell M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis assay arises
from ERLs bound to shed protein and not captured bacteria.
In summary, these studies yield three important conclusions:
(i) there is shed protein on the assay surface, (ii) the amount of
protein increases as the original amount of bacteria in the
suspension increases, and (iii) captured, shed protein can bind
ERLs.
DISCUSSION

and are again an indication that any captured whole-cell M.
avium subsp. paratuberculosis has, at best, a minor contribution
to the SERS signal.
Lastly, these samples were imaged by SEM to cross-correlate the location of the ERLs and bacteria on the capture
substrate. The samples were therefore briefly rinsed with
deionized water to remove salt residue, dried, sputter coated
with gold, and imaged. Shown in Fig. 7 are SEM images (⬃12
by 9 m and ⬃4 by 3 m) of a capture substrate that was
exposed to 1.3 ⫻ 107 M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis cells/ml.
A single bacterium, identified by its rod-like shape (⬃1 by 0.5
m), is evident in the center of both images. There are also
several smaller, circular objects that have a size consistent with
the 60-nm gold core of the ERLs. There is, however, no apparent preference for ERLs to be in close proximity to the
captured microorganism; that is, while there are a few ERLs
close enough to the microorganism to be interrogated by the
laser beam when it is focused on a single bacillus, most of
the nanoparticles on the surface are clearly positioned outside
the irradiated region. Moreover, there were no visible bacteria
and very few nonspecifically bound ERLs (⬃15 in 100 m2) on
blank samples in comparison to the slides containing M. avium
subsp. paratuberculosis bacilli (107 M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis cells/ml substrate had ⬃125 ERLs in 100 m2). These
findings further support the likelihood that shed protein is
captured by the substrate and that the majority of the response
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FIG. 7. SEM images of an assay platform exposed to 1.3 ⫻ 107 M.
avium subsp. paratuberculosis cells/ml and 60-nm ERLs with bacterium
in the center (A) and an expanded area from the box in A (B). Results
visually confirm spectroscopy measurements in Fig. 5 and 6.

The work herein, which was designed to build on the assay
for M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis sonicate described in the
companion paper (54), has demonstrated the apparent ability
to quantitate heat-killed, whole-cell M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis in fewer than 24 h and at LODs of ⬃630 M. avium
subsp. paratuberculosis cells/ml in PBS and ⬃740 M. avium
subsp. paratuberculosis cells/ml in whole milk. While we need
to push performance to a higher sensitivity to address the need
for subclinical levels of detection, this work is our first step
toward the creation of a platform for the direct evaluation of
bacterium levels in milk. This approach has LODs that are
comparable to that recently obtained (⬃500 CFU/ml) by Stratmann and coworkers, who applied a new peptide-mediated
capture PCR method to artificially contaminated milk (47), but
the SERS readout immunoassay may potentially be in a more
easy-to-use format.
We noted previously, however, that the LOD for this M.
avium subsp. paratuberculosis assay is over 3 orders of magnitude lower than theoretical expectations. The theoretical detection limit for this assay can be approximated by assuming
that the lowest level of detection corresponds to a single bacterium present in the laser spot. Since the surface area of the
capture substrate is defined by its 3.2-mm diameter, and the
laser spot has a diameter of 25 m, one bacillus per laser spot
corresponds to 1.6 ⫻ 104 cells per capture address. This number of bacteria, when placed into a 20-l sample droplet, translates to a detection limit of 8.2 ⫻ 105 cells/ml. The projected
theoretical LOD is therefore over 1,000 times greater than the
experimentally determined LOD of ⬃700 M. avium subsp.
paratuberculosis cells/ml. It is precisely this issue that triggered
the investigations that confirmed the presence of the shed
MMP (i.e., MAP2121c) targeted by the 13E1 mAb.
The next question rests with the mechanistic origin of shed
MMP. Is the protein actively secreted by the bacillus, or is
passive shedding induced by sample preparation? Other mycobacteria, specifically Mycobacterium bovis BCG, are known
to release cell wall lipids (39). However, MAP2121c has no
signal sequence to suggest secretion and has previously been
shown to be associated with the cell membrane (2). It would
nonetheless be invaluable to determine if live mycobacteria
actively secrete protein, and experiments along this line will be
carried out in the near future.
We believe that the observed shedding is caused by our
sample preparation methods, with the surface protein being
stripped from the bacteria during heat treatment and/or by the
vortexing step used when mixing the spiked PBS and milk
samples. In fact, a recent study has shown that surface proteins
can be readily detached from M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis
by brief sonication (43). It is possible that the vortexing step
used in our sample preparation does exactly that. Nonetheless,
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shedding leads to an effective approach to signal amplification
from individual cells and is central to the ⬃1,000-fold improvement in the observed detection limits with respect to the theoretical prediction.
These results point to an intriguing new strategy to increase
the sensitivity and specificity of various diagnostic tests by
harnessing protein shedding. Since other M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis proteins may also be shed, either actively or passively, an approach to enhance the specificity and sensitivity of
a test for M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis could potentially be
devised by the concurrent detection of several different surface
proteins. To this end, work to further evaluate the shedding
process and extend the concept of multiple-protein detection is
currently under way. In addition, efforts to investigate the
applicability of the concept to other bacteria as a general
mechanism for signal amplification are planned.
Another intriguing aspect of this M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis assay is its large linear dynamic range, which is at least
5 orders of magnitude on the log scale. Simple equilibrium
models of two-site immunoassays predict a linearity of only 3
orders of magnitude in antigen concentration (13). As discussed previously by Plowman et al. (38), larger dynamic
ranges can arise by the existence of two different ligand-receptor interactions, for example, in the capture step. Thus, the
breadth of the dynamic range would be larger than that typically predicted because the stronger interaction would dominate binding at the lower concentrations, followed by capture
at sites with the lower binding strength. Although we are as yet
uncertain as to how two distinct binding constants would arise
in this case, steric effects from two mAbs binding to the same
epitope could possibly allow for the different values. Indeed,
preliminary results from calculations based on the Plowman
model for the MMP-13E1 interaction (i.e., one strong and one
weak binding constant) show that the linear dynamic range of
the assay can be extended by another 2 to 3 orders of magnitude. Work to fully model these findings is ongoing and will be
reported elsewhere.
In conclusion, the performance of the heat-killed, whole-cell
M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis assay is dominated by the
presence of shed surface protein. Due in part to this amplification, this assay allows for a rapid, selective, and sensitive test
that can translate to complex sample matrices and thus possibly improve upon current diagnostic tests for Johne’s disease.
In addition, the quantitative nature of this assay may enable
further refinement in definitions of disease stages and progression. Further studies aimed at translating the method to a test
kit for use in diagnostic laboratories are under way. Finally,
research to detect M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis in fecal
samples as well as monitoring M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis
levels in controlled Johne’s disease herds are in progress.
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